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Abstract. An innovative approach is used to analyse the impact of vertical velocities associated with

quasi-geostrophic (QG) dynamics on the distribution of a passive nutrient tracer (nitrate) in the South

East Pacific. Twelve years of vertical and horizontal currents are derived from an observation-based

estimate of the ocean state. Horizontal velocities are obtained through application of thermal wind

balance to weekly temperature and salinity fields. Vertical velocities are estimated by integration of5

the QG Omega equation. Seasonal variability of the synthetic vertical velocity and kinetic energy

associated with the horizontal currents are coincident, with peaks in austral summer (November-

December) in accord with published observations. Two ensembles of Lagrangian particle tracking

experiments that differ according to vertical forcing (ω = ωQG versus ω = 0) enable a quantitative

analysis of the impact of the vertical velocity. From identical initial distributions of nitrate-tagged10

particles, the Lagrangian results show that the impact of vertical advection on passive tracer distri-

bution is 30% of the contribution of horizontal advection. An additional longer simulation analysis

reveals that vertical motions are responsible for an increase in nitrate uptake of up to 30%. Despite

being weaker by a factor of up to 10−4 than the horizontal currents, vertical velocity is demonstrated

to make an important contribution to nutrient distributions in the region of study.15

1 Introduction

Mesoscale features make an important contribution to biogeochemical cycles through the redistribu-

tion of nutrients and passive marine organisms by both horizontal advection and vertical exchange.

Vertical motion plays a key role in the exchange of heat, salt and biogeochemical tracers between the

surface and deep ocean. In coastal upwellings, frontal areas and mesoscale eddies, the vertical ve-20
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Figure 1. Map of the South East Pacific. Colours show annual mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE) computed from

daily AVISO (DT14, Capet et al. (2014)) sea level anomaly data for the period 1993-2013. The white box shows

the limits of the area of study. Key: SEC, South Equatorial Current; SECC, South Equatorial Countercurrent;

STCC, Subtropical Countercurrent; PC, Peru Current. Green dashed line is the coastal upwelling. The small

arrow indicates the poleward extent of the subsurface component of the SEC as observed by Qiu and Chen

(2004) between 12-30◦S at 170◦E.

locity has fundamental importance and can significantly contribute to nutrient supply in the euphotic

zone (Mahadevan, 2014).

Previous remote sensing studies (Chelton et al., 2011a) have revealed that chlorophyll-a distribu-

tions within mesoscale eddies are characterized by dipole-like patterns, with extreme values found

at the eddy peripheries. Chelton et al. (2011a) proposed that eddy horizontal advection could explain25

these distributions. On the other hand, the importance of vertical exchange for phytoplankton growth

and chlorophyll-a distributions in mesoscale oceanic eddies has been attributed to various mecha-

nisms such as eddy pumping, eddy-induced Ekman pumping or vortex Rossby waves (McGillicuddy

et al., 1998; Siegel et al., 1999; Mahadevan et al., 2012; Martin and Richards, 2001; McGillicuddy

et al., 2007; Benítez-Barrios et al., 2011; Buongiorno Nardelli, 2013; Gaube et al., 2013, 2015).30

In this context, we aim to quantify the importance of horizontal and vertical mesoscale motions

on nutrient distribution through the application of quasi-geostrophic (QG) theory to an observation-

based product (Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2012; Pascual et al., 2015). In particular, we aim to

investigate the influence of derived horizontal and vertical velocities on ocean nitrate distribution

in the South East Pacific through the use of a Lagrangian particle-tracking code.35

The remote South East Pacific is the least sampled oceanic region in the world ocean, in terms of

both hydrography and biogeochemical structure (Ras et al., 2008). Synoptic observations from satel-

lites provide crucial knowledge about such regions, despite their limitation to surface fields (Ducet

et al., 2000; Dibarboure et al., 2011). The now mature Argo program is a source of supplemen-

tary subsurface hydrographic data (temperature and salinity) in the form of discrete vertical profiles40

over a global, but sparse, grid. The ARMOR3D estimate of the ocean state (Guinehut et al., 2012)

is an innovative product where remote sensing observations (sea surface temperature and sea level
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anomalies) are merged with in-situ Argo temperature and salinity profiles. The resulting multivariate

observation-based dataset is freely available (see Section 3).

The South East Pacific has a variety of different trophic regimes (Ras et al., 2008) such as the45

upwelling zone near the Peru-Chile coast that is rich in nutrients and has high chlorophyll-a con-

centrations, and the area associated with the central part of the South Pacific Gyre, which is the

most oligotrophic area in the global ocean (Morel et al., 2010). Mesoscale effects on chlorophyll-

a production can be considered to differ between regions with different dynamical characteristics.

Lathuiliere et al. (2011) demonstrate that, while mesoscale activity in upwelling regions leads pri-50

marily to offshore export of phytoplankton, in the oligotrophic gyres mesoscale processes promote

vertical advection of nutrients into the euphotic layer, thereby stimulating primary production. The

present work is focused on the same area analysed by Chelton et al. (2011a), the offshore South East

Pacific (SEP, white box in fig. 1), where nutrient input by mesoscale vertical exchange is considered

to play a lead role in primary production (Lathuiliere et al., 2011).55

Figure 1 shows the time averaged eddy kinetic energy (EKE) at the surface computed from daily

AVISO (DT14, Capet et al. (2014)) sea level anomalies. The EKE in the South Pacific Gyre has

lower values in comparison with more active regions such as the Gulf Stream or Agulhas Current

(Pascual et al., 2006; Imawaki et al., 2013). However, this gyre also includes a region with rel-

atively high EKE values corresponding to the mid-west South Pacific. Qiu and Chen (2004) and60

Qiu et al. (2008) attribute the high EKE values found in this region to baroclinic instability of the

eastward surface Subtropical Countercurrent (STCC) and the westward South Equatorial Current

(SEC). Although the SEC is a surface current near the equator, it has a subsurface component that

Qiu and Chen (2004) observed as far south as 30◦S, where it underlies the STCC (see Figure 3 of

Qiu and Chen (2004)). Moreover, they also find that in this region seasonal EKE modulation is re-65

lated to the seasonal intensification/decay of the STCC-SEC baroclinic instability, with a maximum

in November-December. In the same way, the gyre has another region with relatively high EKE

values in its northwest corner. In contrast to the STCC-SEC system, Qiu and Chen (2004) attribute

these high values to barotropic instabilities between the eastward South Equatorial Countercurrent

(SECC) and its bordering westward SEC. The SECC-SEC system also presents seasonal EKE mod-70

ulation, but with maxima in April because the SECC-SEC horizontal shear seasonality is dominated

by seasonal changes in the strength of the SECC. The two systems analysed by Qiu and Chen (2004)

additionally show interannual EKE variability.

Figure 1 shows high EKE values off the Peru-Chile coast which is characterized by an important

coastal upwelling and the consequent generation of mesoscale eddies and filaments (Brown et al.,75

2008; Brink and Robinson, 2005; Strub et al., 2013). The region of study (white box in fig. 1)

is characterized by relatively low EKE, with higher EKE values in the southwest corner that are

related to the STCC-SEC system and, in the eastern section, to coastal upwelling eddy generation.
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However, the SEP has important eddy activity due, in part, to eddy formation in the Peru-Chile

coastal upwelling (Chelton et al., 2011a) .80

A brief description of the synthetic temperature and salinity fields and biogeochemical data is

given in section 2. Section 3 describes the methodology used to diagnose the quasi-geostrophic

vertical velocity, together with a description of the Lagrangian particle-tracking code utilised for

the passive nutrient simulation. In section 4 the results of the vertical velocity and kinetic energy

analysis as well as the results of the Lagrangian simulations are discussed. Section 5 summarizes85

and concludes the results.

2 Data

We use the ARMOR3D observation-based product which is based on the merging of gridded satellite

sea level anomaly (SLA) and sea surface temperature (SST) remote sensing observations with in-

situ vertical profiles of temperature and salinity to provide a global 3D dataset of temperature and90

salinity (Guinehut et al., 2012). The data are computed on a 1/3◦ Mercator horizontal grid with

weekly temporal resolution covering the period 1998-2009, over 24 vertical levels from the surface

to 1500 m depth. A validation of ARMOR3D is presented by Mulet et al. (2012) who use a consistent

dataset from a model reanalysis.

Auxiliary data are used to evaluate the impact of vertical and horizontal velocities on ocean nutri-95

ent distributions. Here we use climatological nitrate data from WOAPISCES (Penven et al., 2008).

Nitrate data are chosen because their large vertical gradient over the mixed layer (fig. 2b and 2c)

highlights the contribution of vertical velocity which is characterized by smaller values than hori-

zontal currents, but is expected to play an important role in the introduction of nutrients into the eu-

photic layer. Figure 2a shows the horizontal nitrate distribution at 200 m depth from WOAPISCES.100

High nitrate values near the Peru-Chile coast are associated with the coastal upwelling. In the zonal

section (fig. 2b) the uplift of the nitracline due to the coastal upwelling off Peru-Chile coast is most

evident. In the meridional section (fig. 2c) nitrate concentration increases northward.

Light conditions are used in Section 4.2 to assess the relevance of the Lagrangian nitrate transport

estimates. Surface Photosynthetically Active Radiation (E0) and attenuation coefficient at 490 nm105

(k) are obtained from the MERIS monthly climatology (http://oceandata.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/MERIS/

Mapped/Monthly_Climatology/9km/par/,http://oceandata.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/MERIS/Mapped/Monthly_

Climatology/9km/Kd/).
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Figure 2. Climatological January mean nitrate from WOAPISCES in the South East Pacific. (a) Horizontal

section at 200 m depth, (b) vertical section at 20.5◦S, and (c) vertical section at 105.5◦W. Discontinuous white

lines delimit the Lagrangian simulation particle release area. White dots are a random sample of the simulated

water parcels at their initial positions.

3 Methodology

3.1 Computation of 3D velocity110

Horizontal geostrophic velocities are computed at all depths zi through the thermal wind equations:

ug(z = zi) = ug(z = 0)− g

ρf

z=0∫
z=zi

∂ρ

∂y
dz (1a)

vg(z = zi) = vg(z = 0)+
g

ρf

z=0∫
z=zi

∂ρ

∂x
dz (1b)

with the density, ρ, calculated from ARMOR3D temperature and salinity profiles. f is the Coriolis

parameter and g is gravity.115

Vertical velocity is estimated using the quasi-geostrophic approximation by integrating the QG

omega equation, presented here in its Q-vector formulation (Hoskins et al., 1978; Tintoré et al.,

1991; Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2012; Pascual et al., 2015):

N2∇2
hw+ f2

∂2w

∂z2
= 2∇ ·Q (2a)

where120

Q=
g

ρ0

(
∂vg

∂x
·∇ρ′,

∂vg

∂y
·∇ρ′

)
(2b)
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where vg is the geostrophic velocity vector, ρ′ is the departure from the mean density profile, N2

the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and f the Coriolis parameter. In this implementation, N2 only depends

on depth. The Rossby number for mesoscale eddies in the SEP is generally less than 0.1 (Chelton

et al., 2011b), hence we assume QG theory to be a good approximation for computing the vertical125

velocity in this region.

Following (2), vertical velocity is estimated from density stratification and the geostrophic velocity

field. The computational code is derived following the QG vorticity and thermodynamic equations

(Buongiorno Nardelli et al., 2012). Boundary conditions are constructed by considering zero vertical

velocity at the upper, lower and lateral boundaries.130

A sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to evaluate the influence of reference level choice

on the vertical velocity estimation. The choice of reference level is influential over the first hundred

meters above the bottom due to the imposed boundary condition; away from the bottom the same

patterns were seen for different choices of reference level (500 m and 1000 m). Testing the 500 m

reference level, the vertical velocity patterns pointed to a maximum decrease in magnitude of 50%.135

Hence, a reference level of 1000 m depth was chosen. Dirichlet and Neumann conditions at the

lateral boundaries were tested for which we found no significant impacts on results a few points

away from the boundaries.

3.2 Lagrangian simulations

3.2.1 Passive tracer experiments140

In order to analyze the respective contributions of the horizontal and vertical velocity components

to the distribution of a limiting nutrient, in Section 4.2 a Lagrangian particle-tracking code is used

to simulate water parcel trajectories forced by the derived ARMOR3D velocity fields. The track-

ing code is ROMS Offline (Roff, e.g. Capet et al., 2008; Carr et al., 2008; Mason et al., 2012).

Two sets of 30 day simulations were carried out for each week of 2009: the first set was forced145

with geostrophic horizontal velocity and QG vertical velocity (UVW ); for the second set the same

geostrophic horizontal velocity was applied but vertical velocity was set to zero (UV ). Each experi-

ment was initialised with 40000 floats placed randomly between 150-250 m depth within the study

region (white box in fig. 2). Float positions were stored every day as output of the Lagrangian sim-

ulation. Each water parcel is tagged with the nearest value from the WOAPISCES nitrate database.150

In these experiments, these nitrate concentration values are considered as passive tracers and there-

fore remain unchanged with time such that we only evaluate their evolving distributions within the

domain.
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3.2.2 Estimates of nitrate uptake

In Section 4.2 we make an estimate of the potential biological impacts of the vertical motions derived155

from the ARMOR3D product through an analysis of nitrate uptake along the Lagrangian particle

trajectories. To achieve this we make additional Lagrangian experiments, again using forcing by

UVW and UV , where 1000 passive floats were released every week over a period of 364 days

(initial date 31/12/2008) within a release area determined by the nitrate depletion depth. This depth

was determined for each week following Omand and Mahadevan (2015), by selecting the depth at160

which nitrate content is 2µM from temporally and vertically interpolated climatological nitrate fields

(WOAPISCES).

The initial nitrate concentrations for each float, N(r(t0), t0) with r(t) = (x(t),y(t),z(t)), are

interpolated in time and space from the monthly WOAPISCES climatology. In this way, the particles

in each weekly release were initialized with local nutrient concentrations. The evolution of the nitrate165

content is then estimated along the Lagrangian tracks by considering an uptake term that is dependent

on the evolving light conditions for each float (Mahadevan, 2014), and a remineralisation term:

∂N

∂t
=−u ·E ·N +R. (3)

The first term on the right hand part of the equation represents the uptake: u is an uptake coeffi-

cient [(Em−2)−1] and the light conditions E(r(t), t) = E0(r(t), t) · e−k·z(t) are derived along each170

track by interpolation in time and space from the MERIS monthly climatology of surface Photo-

synthetically Active Radiation (E0) and attenuation coefficient at 490 nm (k) (Marra et al., 2014).

The second term represents remineralization which is roughly represented by a relaxation toward

climatological nitrate values whenever the actual float N content falls below the level:

R(r(t), t) =max(0,
NC −N

r
), (4)175

where NC is the climatological nitrate field (WOAPISCES), and r is a characteristic relaxation

timescale [d]. This second term mainly serves to avoid too rapid depletion.

4 Results

4.1 QG vertical velocity and kinetic energy from observation-based product

A comparison between vertical velocity, w, and kinetic energy (KE) computed from the ARMOR3D180

derived geostrophic velocities is carried out in order to evaluate their relationship. An energetic

region with high vertical velocities and mesoscale eddy activity is located in the southwest of the

SEP, in both the vertical velocity (fig. 3a) and kinetic energy (fig. 3c) maps. This high eddy energy
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Figure 3. (a) Vertical velocity on 7 January 2009 at 200 m depth. Black box delimits the region of high

mesoscale eddy activity. (b) Zoom of vertical velocity and horizontal geostrophic currents over the high

mesoscale eddy activity region in (a). (c) Kinetic energy on 7 January 2009 at 200 m depth.

is related to baroclinic instabilities associated with the eastward surface Subtropical Countercurrent

(STCC) and the westward underlying South Equatorial Current (SEC) system (Qiu and Chen, 2004;185

Qiu et al., 2008). Figure 3c shows other regions with elevated mesoscale activity that are associated

with less intense vertical velocity values. These regions are the coastal upwelling and the SECC-SEC

system explained in section 1.

Vertical velocity in the energetic region in the southwest is highlighted in the zoom in figure 3b.

Intense vertical motions of order 2-3 m day−1 with alternating signs are located along meanders190

and inside eddies. The mesoscale eddies are characterized by dipole-like patterns with upwelling

and downwelling cells at the eddy peripheries (e.g., 126-128◦W and 23-25◦S). Vertical velocity

around anticyclonic meanders (e.g., 136-139◦W and 24-26◦S or 120-122◦W and 24-26◦S) shows

the expected upwellings in the upstream and downwellings in the downstream portions of the me-

ander crests (Woods, 1988; Bower, 1991; Pollard and Regier, 1992; Pascual et al., 2015). Similarly,195

downwellings and upwellings in cyclonic meanders (e.g., 137-140◦W and 24.5-26◦S) are located

upstream and downstream of the crest, respectively.

In order to analyse the variability ofw, the standard deviation over the period 7 January 1998 to 30

December 2009 is computed and shown in figure 4a. In the same way, figure 4b shows the standard

deviation of the KE. The active region in the southwest of the SEP also presents high temporal200
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Figure 4. (a) Standard deviation of vertical velocity and (b) kinetic energy over the period 7 January 1998 to

30 December 2009 at 200 m depth. The discontinuous line delimits the region of high mesoscale variability.

Figure 5. Time series of vertical velocity magnitude (red line) and kinetic energy (blue line) averaged over the

area of study. The correlation coefficient between vertical velocity and kinetic energy is 0.84.

variability in both fields. The correlation coefficient between both fields in this region reaches 0.85.

Considering the whole area of study the correlation coefficient is 0.79. It should be noted that this

high correlation between the two variables could not be anticipated a priori as the relationship is not

linear (see equations 2).

Time series of spatial averages of vertical velocity magnitude and kinetic energy are shown in205

figure 5. There is clear seasonal variability in both variables, with maximums in austral summer and

minimums in austral winter related to the seasonal intensification/decay of the STCC-SEC vertical

shear and, in consequence, with the increase/decrease of baroclinic instability (Qiu et al., 2008).

Interannual variability and weak variability of high frequency are also shown in these figures. When

averaging over only the highly energetic region in the southwest (not shown) the tendency is similar210

but the magnitude is double.

4.2 Lagrangian simulations

Figure 6a shows the initial positions of water parcels located between 190 and 210 meters depth, and

their associated passive trace nitrate values. The same water parcels are advected for both the UV
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Figure 6. UV simulation (31/12/2008). (a) Initial positions of water parcels between 190 and 210 m depth and

associated nitrate concentrations. (b) Positions of water particles between 190 and 210 m depth and associated

nitrate concentrations after 30 days of forcing by geostrophic horizontal velocity and zero vertical velocity. (c)

Final nitrate field computed by bin averaging the nitrate tagged fluid parcels over a 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid after 30

days of simulation. Black box delimits the analysed area.

and UVW simulations in order to properly compare the two cases (see fig. 7a). After 30 days of215

simulation, the water parcels are located in new positions due to the corresponding velocity forcing

(fig. 6b and 7b). The initial (not shown) and advected (fig. 6c and 7c) nitrate fields are obtained by

bin averaging the nitrate tagged water parcels over a 0.5◦×0.5◦ grid at the beginning and end of the

respective simulations.

Figures 6c and 7c illustrate how the initially smooth nitrate field is modified by (i) the horizontal220

velocity (UV simulation) and (ii) the total velocity (UVW simulation) fields, respectively. Small

scale structures are formed during the 30 days of simulation, with small differences arising as a result

of the vertical velocity contribution. To better see these differences and to quantify the influence of

horizontal and vertical motions in the Lagrangian simulations separately, anomalies are computed

(see equations 5). For the UV simulation, subtracting the initial nitrate field from the final nitrate225

field gives an indication of the contribution of the horizontal velocity to the final nitrate distribution,

i.e., the anomaly aUV (fig. 8b). In the same way, the anomaly aUVW (fig. 8a) gives an indication

of the contribution of the total velocity. By subtracting the horizontal anomaly aUV from the total

anomaly aUVW , the contribution of the vertical velocities, i.e., the anomaly aW can be isolated
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Figure 7. UVW simulation (31/12/2008). (a) Initial positions of water parcels between 190 and 210 m depth

and associated nitrate concentrations. (b) Positions of water particles between 190 and 210 m depth and associ-

ated nitrate concentrations after 30 days of forcing by geostrophic horizontal velocity and QG vertical velocity.

(c) Final nitrate field computed by bin averaging the nitrate tagged fluid parcels located over a 0.5◦×0.5◦ grid

after 30 days of simulation. Black box delimits the analysed area.

(fig. 8c).230

aUV = UV (tend)−UV (tini), (5a)

aUVW = UVW (tend)−UVW (tini), (5b)

aW = aUVW − aUV (5c)

Figures 8a and 8b present small differences because of the vertical velocity contribution which

are highlighted in figure 8c. Although the anomalies due to vertical velocities are smaller than aUV235

and aUVW , they are not negligible. The vertical velocity has the highest contribution off coastal

upwelling zone because the moderate vertical velocity values characteristic of the eastern part of the

SEP act on an important vertical nitrate gradient (see fig. 2b) caused by the uplift of the nitracline

due to the coastal upwelling. On the other hand, on the southwestern part of the SEP, characterized

by higher dynamic activity, vertical velocity has low contribution due to the deeper nitracline.240

The same procedure is performed for a total ensemble of 10 simulations in order to obtain robust

results. The 30 day simulations are initialized over consecutive weeks: 31/12/2008, 07/01/2009,

14/01/2009, etc. Table 1 shows the root mean square of aUV (rmsNH ) and aW (rmsNV ). This
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Figure 8. (31/12/2008 simulation) Nitrate anomalies resulting from (a) contributions from both QG vertical

velocity and geostrophic horizontal velocity (aUVW ); (b) the contribution from only geostrophic horizontal

velocity (aUV ); and (c) the QG vertical velocity contribution (aW ).

statistical parameter provides a measure of the variability in the anomaly fields. The variability of the

anomaly explained by the horizontal velocity has values ranging from 0.849 to 1.007 µmol l−1, i.e.,245

the rmsNH range of values is consistent in all simulations. The variability of aW is approximately

0.3 µmol l−1 in all simulations. We can therefore assume that the vertical velocity is responsible

for creating nitrate variance whose level after 30 days is 1/3 of that created by horizontal advection

alone.

In order to compare the nitrate uptake rates in the Lagrangian simulations including (UVW ) or250

excluding (UV ) vertical motions, we computed the median of the nitrate uptake terms in bins of

0.5◦× 0.5◦ over the full annual simulations. The deeper parts of the particle trajectories, where

uptake terms were lower than 0.001 [mmol N m−2 d−1], were disregarded in these computations.

As expected, nitrate uptake rates (Fig. 9) are higher in the upwelling region and, to a lesser extent,

in the region of high mesoscale activity (ca. 120-140◦W and 22-26◦S). While the restricted resolved255

vertical velocities leave the overall pattern of nitrate uptake unchanged, the relative increase in the

region of high mesoscale activity reaches up to 30% (Fig. 9c).

The simplified nutrient model used here is not suitable for a detailed study of the dynamics of

nitrate. However, to demonstrate that the chosen nitrate uptake terms do return reasonable results,

we tested the sensitivity of the model to changes in the u and r parameters. In Figure 10 we show that260
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Simulation rmsNH [µmol l−1] rmsNV [µmol l−1]

31/12/2008 0.851 0.321

07/01/2009 0.849 0.341

14/01/2009 0.884 0.345

21/01/2009 0.900 0.322

28/01/2009 0.912 0.338

04/02/2009 0.952 0.311

11/02/2009 1.007 0.370

18/02/2009 1.007 0.315

25/02/2009 0.971 0.302

04/03/2009 0.959 0.380
Table 1. Root mean squares of aUV (rmsNH ) and aW (rmsNV ) from the Lagrangian experiments.

Figure 9. Nitrate uptake rates considering (a) both QG vertical velocity and geostrophic horizontal velocity

(UVW ); (b) only geostrophic horizontal velocity (UV ); (c) Relative increase of nitrate uptake rates when

including vertical velocity.

increases in spatially-averaged uptake rates over the region of high mesoscale activity vary between

3 and 7%, depending on different parameter value choices.
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Figure 10. Averaged increase of nitrate uptake rates in the region of high mesoscale eddy activity (ca. 120-

140◦W and 22-26◦S) for different values of the uptake coefficient u, and relaxation time scale r.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

This paper analyses vertical velocities associated with QG dynamics as derived through an innovative

approach that uses the ARMOR3D global observation-based product. Weekly horizontal geostrophic265

velocity and QG vertical velocity are computed from ARMOR3D temperature and salinity in the

South East Pacific. Two groups of Lagrangian simulations are forced with these 3D velocity fields.

One group of simulations uses the 3D geostrophic velocities and QG vertical velocity in order to eval-

uate their combined contribution to nitrate distribution. The second group of simulations is forced

with 3D geostrophic velocities with zero vertical velocity in order to evaluate the horizontal velocity270

contribution to the nitrate distribution. With these respective contributions, we isolate the QG verti-

cal velocity contribution to nitrate distribution. With the root mean square statistical parameter, we

obtain an estimate of nitrate distribution variability that can be explained by QG vertical velocity.

The QG vertical velocity is responsible for creating nitrate variances whose levels after 30 days is

1/3 of that created by horizontal advection alone. In support of this result, a series of sensitivity275

analyses produce similar values.

We also analyse the QG vertical velocity in order to understand its distribution. The southwest of

the SEP has relatively high mesoscale activity with vertical velocities exceeding 2 m day−1, which is

on the order of 10−4 times the horizontal velocity. Despite their relatively small magnitudes, vertical

motions may have an important impact on the introduction of nutrients into the euphotic layer in280

areas with pre-existing vertical gradient of nutrients and, hence, can be considered influential on ma-

rine ecosystem variability. Using a Lagrangian approach, we provide a simple demonstration of this

by estimating spatial changes in nitrate distributions due to vertical and horizontal advection below

the euphotic layer. In the depth layer analysed (150-250 m), with weekly fields and considering the
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QG approximation, we find that vertical velocities contribute to these changes in 1/3 of the changes285

created by the horizontal advection. Despite being orders of magnitude smaller than their horizontal

counterparts, this demonstrates that vertical velocities are influential in the redistribution of nutri-

ents. Additional Lagrangian experiments within the euphotic layer enable an examination of nitrate

uptake rates under varying light conditions. These additional analyses reveal that vertical motions

may be responsible for increases in nitrate uptake rates of up to 30%. Although this is a stimulat-290

ing result, we caution that the nitrate model used is simple and highly dependent on the parameter

choices for the nitrogen uptake coefficient (u) and relaxation timescale (r). We therefore consider

this result as an indicator of the importance that vertical motion may have on nutrient redistribution.

An additional result obtained from the QG vertical velocity and kinetic energy analysis is that ver-

tical velocity and kinetic energy in the SEP have similar and intense seasonal variability with max-295

imums in austral summer (November-December), which suggests that these quantities are mostly

influenced by the seasonal modulation of STCC-SEC vertical shear (Qiu and Chen, 2004; Qiu et al.,

2008).

Although we only analyse the mesoscale vertical velocity, the importance of submesoscale fea-

tures on vertical tracer dispersion has been shown by Klein and Lapeyre (2009). Accordingly, the300

vertical velocity contribution estimated here can be considered an underestimation of the real verti-

cal velocity contribution. Fine resolution satellite observations can help to better evaluate the impact

of vertical motions on nutrient redistribution. The wide-swath SWOT altimeter will allow unique

observations in the 15-100 km range of wavelength scales when it comes online in the next decade

(Fu and Ferrari, 2008).305
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